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Abstract
In Forensic Field, various sources of
information etc. These evidences provide a valuable
evidences play a vital role to establish a link between
link between the victim and suspect/ culprit. It may
the crime, preparator and the victim. These types of
include any form of the evidences i.e. physical,
evidences which might be in physical form or material
chemical or biological etc1. physical evidences mainly
quality, any tangible article, biological form of
deals with the physical form of any evidences or
evidences or chemical etc. Physical evidence is any
quality, tangible article2. It also encompasses all other
evidence that have physical or material quality, a
objects, living or inanimate; solid-, liquid, or gas.
tangible article no matter whether microscopic or
Among these physical evidences i. e. fingerprints, palm
macroscopic. It encompasses all objects, living or
prints hair strands, blood etc. These evidences can be
inanimate; solid-, liquid, or gas. Among these physical
apparent to human eyes or visibility can be increased by
evidences i.e. fingerprints, palm prints hair strands,
use of microscope or macroscope. Among all these
blood etc. there is an important class of physical
types of evidences, audio and video evidences (form of
evidences which is audio evidences.Audio forensics
physical evidences) play a vital role of the involvement
involves acquisition, analysis, and evaluation of audio
of suspect/culprit in a particular crime.These audio
recordings that may eventually be presented as
recordings can turn out to be very important evidences
admissible evidence in the court of law. These audio
in the field of forensic science3.
recordings may turn out to be very important evidences
in the field of forensic science. They can be encountered
Audio forensics involves acquisition, analysis,
most frequently in the cases of ransom calls,
and evaluation of audio/ video recordings that can be
cybercrimes, lost and found cases, etc. They may be
eventually presented as admissible evidence in the court
available from the emergency call helpline, telephone
of law4. These types of evidences can be frequently
answering machines, voicemail recording, cell phones
encountered in the cases of ransom calls, cyber-crimes,
and computer files. This study was carried out to
lost and found cases, or voice notes etc5,6. Thesecan be
analyze the authenticity of recoded audios of an
available from the emergency call helpline, telephone
individual by various modes of recordings. As a
answering machines, voicemail recording, cell phones
resultant of this study, it was observed that distinct
and computer files7.
mode of recordings affects the quality of recoding
In the earlier time case audio files were stored
required a repair before the conclusion. This study can
in form of an analog format but at present time, the
be helpful to determine the time duration of recorded
devices are store in form of digital codes. Naturally,
audio based on intensity and the length of pitch.
sound is a series of analog signals which are converted
to digital signals by using ACD (analog-to-digital
Keywords: Recorded audio, evidences, computerized
converter), present in the form of a microchip in
approach, variation, software etc.
laptops, computers and mobile devices. When these
I. INTRODUCTION
sound signals are sent to the speaker to be played, they
are converted back to analog signals which is then
In forensic investigation, the scientists deal with
perceived by our ears. Human hearing power is limited
various types of evidences that are recovered in distinct
between 20-20,000 Hz, and audio signals outside this
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frequency range are not heard by humans. MP3 or
MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3 is the most common format of
storing audio files8.
Audio files have become an inseparable part of
modern life and thus these form a special category in
the field of forensics as „evidences‟ which establish an
important link between the crime, victim, and the
suspect which undoubtedly aids in exonerating the
innocent and punishing the guilty. Voice identification
often plays a decisive role in cases such as ransom
cases, blackmail, threats, obscene calls, extortion,
political or other intimidation, bomb or fire hoax, black
box voice identification, intelligence collections
(identification of spies, saboteurs, etc.), identification of
drug dealers (manufacturers, distributors, peddlers,
suppliers, etc.) identification of smugglers, their
contacts, distributors and sellers of smuggled goods in
the country, handling terrorists, their identifications,
identification of their contacts, partners, paymasters,
supporters, etc. Although at some instances, few
variations are encountered9. These factors can occur
because of genes, gender, environment, ethnicity, age,
development of voice box, mood of the person, old age,
disease, recording equipment, etc. While audio
variations in voice of the same individual are evident in
samples recorded at different times. Any voice
samplecan also be a witness in form of any differences
in exhibitwhen played using diverse equipment‟s. It is
these variations in a recorded audio that are being
measured in this study, using a computerized approach.
Sometimes, these evidences can require recovery of
information, repair from the storage media without
altering the intelligibility of the audio, enhancement of
the sound signals to increase intelligibility and improve
audibility, interpretation and analysis to identify the
speakers. Forensic phonetics and voice biometrics play
an important and vital rolein the analysis of audio
evidences along with various softwares like PRAAT,
TF-32, WaveSurfer, CSL, MDVP, etc where the results
are displayed as spectrographs providing visual
representation of sound signals thus easing the process
of comparison10.
In this present study, we analyzed the variation
present in the audio evidences with a computerized
approach. We have used “PRAAT” software for the
analyses of audio samples. This software enables to
analyze an audio recording using multiple features at
the same time. It is primarily intended for acoustic
analysis of speech.We observed the variations in a
single audio recording recorded on two different
devices simultaneously. These two devices were used to
record the audio are; the laptop using the PRAAT
software and an android phone. So according to the
research design, we have two audio files in each sample
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i.e. (a) recorded on laptop using PRAAT and part (b)
recorded on android phone. These files are analyzed on
PRAAT by obtaining a spectrogram of the audio
recordings then marking the plots of intensity and pitch
and finally getting the maximum value of pitch and the
maximum value of intensity. The maximum value of
pitch and maximum value of intensity is noted in both
(a) and (b) part of each sample and results were
interpreted.This study also illustrates that even when an
audio is recorded simultaneously on different devices it
shows considerable variations when analyzed using
software PRAAT in its intensity and pitch.
II. METHODOLOGY
This present study was initiated to determine
the variation prsent in the recoreded audio of same
individual by various sources. For this work, 25
samples including males and females were collected
from the distinct subjects of various region in National
Capitol of India. All the samples were collected from an
age group of 17-30 years old. All the subjects were
selected randomly and purpose of the study was
diclosed in favor to obtain the consent of an individual.
To obtain the exemplar from the subjects, a standard
format was prepared. According to this standard, every
subjects had to speak “ How are you” at both of the
time.
A. Method
During this present study, the recording of the
samples was performed on two distinct devices
simultaneously. All the recordings were performed in a
closed room without any other disturbances or noise. At
first recording, an android phone model Le-ECO-2 was
used while the second recording was directly exposed
to the software installed in Lenovo E-40 Laptop. The
recorded audio in the android phone was transferred to
the laptop with the help of data cable for further
analysis process. To analyze the recorded samples, both
audio files were examined in PRAAT software.
Before we transfer the recorded audio in the device, we
should ensure the format of the stored file because
PRAAT software doesn‟t accept mp-4 file format.
Therefore, we can use the online converter mp-4 to mp3 convertors. Hence in this study, the online Video
Convertor v-3.0‟ was used.In all the collected samples,
the above-mentioned criteria were applied while the
recordings were kept constant.
B. Procedure
For the analysis of all recorded audio‟s all the
files were inserted in an appropriate manner in the
system. Hereafter, samples were run through the fixed
parameters on the window that is always present on the
right of PRAAT picture and used for plotting graphs.
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These plots can be saved in various formats, including
an EPS postscript-3 or in a window. Before analyzing
speech samples for both (samples & exemplar), it is
important to adjust the sound card options properly.
The features can be controlled/operated by the volume
control window. Now for analyzing the samples, firstly,
we opened the file of the recorded audio in system. The
sample was analyzed to observe the waveform and the
spectrogram of recorded voice/sound in between the
range of 0Hz to 5000Hz. Now, intensity button was
pressed to determine the intensity of voice and as a
resultant of it, yellow plots were obtained. These plots
range between 50dB to 100dB of frequency. To obtain
the pitch, blue colour plots were appeared that ranges
from 75 Hz to 500 Hz.
These observations were obtained in form of
the maximum values of intensity and pitch. Thereafter,
spectrograms were recorded. Similarly, second audio
file was opened obtained from same subject that was
recorded on the android phone and the same steps were
followed. Now, both the files were compared based on
the recorded spectrograms. Many other steps that
include filtration of the signal, enhancement in the
specific frequency regions etc. can be performed. In this
present study, we only described the option of filtering
the signal that is necessity during the use of PRAAT
software. But if the specific frequency region is focused
that is very common in practice. At very few instances,
it can be helpful to segment a speech waveform and to
attach labels to each segment.The intensity, pitch and
spectrogram were observed at the above-mentioned
ranges for each and everyrecorded sample.
III. RESULT & DISCUSSION
Several researchers/ scientists devoted their time to
facilitate the forensic sciences investigation and come
out with new gigantic array of technologies. In the field
of forensic audio- video examination, acoustics
characteristics are considered the preliminary study to
distinguish one individual from others and sort list the
number of suspects. Now a day, computerized
approaches have minimized the time and accuracy in
the identification to an individual.

The graphical presentation is given below in graph no.1 (a);

Fig.1(A);Analysis of recorded audio in PRAAT software.

At the same time, when the same individual
was directed towards the android phone, the obtained
maximum intensity was 77.59 dB while the maximum
pitch was 166.6 Hz. the graphical presentation is given
below in graph no.1 (b);

Fig. 1(b) Audio recording taken by android phone.

The obtained result of this sample shows that
variation occurs when the recorded audio was
transferred from one device to another device. It may be
a cause of the present malware, virus or any other
functions in the phone/device. Similar like of this
process, when other samples were analyzed, the results
indicate the variation. According to the obtained results
of sample no.2 the maximum intensity was 89.25 dB at
a maximum pitch of 326.7 Hz in PRAAT software.
While in the recordings of android phone it was 82.44
dB (maximum intensity), Maximum pitch – 322.7 Hz.
The analytical graphical presentation is given below in
table no. 2 (a) and 2 (b)-

According to the existing findings by this time,
the voice of an individual differs from time to time and
even depends on several facts such as age, disease,
temperature or surroundings etc. these differences are
even significant to quantify the voice of suspect. During
this study, the voice of same individual was analyzed at
different paragraph. When the sample no.1 were
directed to PRAAT software, the maximum intensity
was 87.88 dB while the maximum pitch was 145 Hz.
Fig.2(a) Audio recording taken in PRAAT
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